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Jules Verne watch out! Now you can take  a virtual tour to the centre of a computer network.

If you need to know the difference between a router and a bridge, or a WAN and a LAN, where do you start? Journey to the Center of the Network: Now Showing in 3D is a truely innovative book and CD package. It introduces the reader to the highly complicated subject of computer networking.  Covering history, protocols, hardware, servers, switches, bridges, routers and discusses implementation issues,  costs and network limitations.  Readers will be able to experience a computer network from the inside out using the innovative 3D imaging software from Periscope3, included on the CD. It allows readers to view pieces of a network from various angles ranges and see how the hardware interacts with the network as a whole.

CD includes 3D Network Discovery Lab from Periscope3 
Allows readers to explore the critical hardware components of a modern network
Saves time and money as a training tool 
Unrivalled web-based support. Readers can receive up-to-the minute links, white papers, and analysis for two years at solutions@syngress.com
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Yogurt Every Day: Healthy and Delicious Recipes for Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner and DessertRandom House, 2017

	Hailed as a superfood and loved for its cool, tangy taste, yogurt's popularity continues to grow. Yogurt Every Day feeds this frenzy for yogurt, serving up 75 delicious recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks and dessert, including how to make your own yogurt at home.

	

	

	After years of...
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Managing TCP/IP Networks: Techniques, Tools and SecurityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	Managing TCP/IP Networks Techniques, Tools and Security Considerations

	Gilbert Held, 4-Degree Consulting, Macon, Georgia, USA

	
		Focuses on the techniques, tools, diagnostic testing, and security
	
		Addresses the practical methods to manage a TCP/IP network
	
		Helps readers to...
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Final Cut Pro HD for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004

	Welcome to Final Cut Pro HD For Dummies! The Final Cut Pro digital
	video editing program lets you capture raw video and audio (such
	as dialogue, sound, and music) on your Macintosh and assemble these elements
	into polished productions that are ready for the Internet, a CD-ROM,
	a DVD, television, and even the big screen.

...
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Google Advertising Tools : Cashing in with AdSense, AdWords, and the Google APIsO'Reilly, 2006
When it comes to advertising on the web, you just can't argue  with the numbers. A $7 billion market today is expected to grow to $18.9 billion  by 2010. Jupiter Research also estimates that search advertising will be a  larger share of the market than display advertising by 2010. These phenomenal  numbers are due largely to...
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Android 5 Programming by ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Turn your ideas into elegant and powerful mobile applications using the latest Android Studio for the Android Lollipop platform


	About This Book

	
		Design and customize GUI using material design to create attractive and intuitive layouts easily
	
		Bring your designs to life with Android 5's...
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iOS Application Security: The Definitive Guide for Hackers and DevelopersNo Starch Press, 2016

	Eliminating security holes in iOS apps is critical for any developer who wants to protect their users from the bad guys. In iOS Application Security, mobile security expert David Thiel reveals common iOS coding mistakes that create serious security problems and shows you how to find and fix them.

	

	After a crash course...
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